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Seoul indian restaurant guide

Looking for Naan and curry? Try potala, one of the best Indian restaurants in Seoul that you can book online here. Highlights Potala Restaurant hongdae primarily serves Tibetan dishes, but the Indian choice on the menu - especially curry and tandoori chicken - easily makes it a go-to place for locals and foreign visitors.
Another option is Gupabal Swagat, which offers a satisfying lunch and dinner, which you can book here. Aside from Indian restaurants in Seoul, you can find other exciting dining places in WAUG like this Turkish restaurant itaewon that serves mouthwatering kebabs! Discover More: Foreigners in Korea Will Love This
Restaurant &amp; Activity Booking App Best Indian Restaurants in Seoul unlike Western cuisine, Indian restos are pretty hard to come by in South Korea. But that doesn't mean that you'll have to endure curry, tandoori, and naan desire for a long time. Our team at WAUG did their best to find Indian restaurants in Seoul,
so all that's left is to try any of the options below, if not all of them! 1. Potala Calling Potala unique may sound boring, but it's really the perfect word to describe in the restaurant. A humble Tibetan cuisine that opened in 2008 (and perhaps the only in South Korea), it stands alongside mother-pop shops offering more
sought-after cuisine. But overshadowed may seem this proven time and time again, that it's more like the odd one out; this is one of the gourmet gems of megacity. One of the best curry places in Seoul. He makes a very good tandoori chicken. Review Potala Indian restaurant WAUG While Potala primarily brands itself
Tibetan, Indian food is certainly not second class. Most of the customers who booked the WAUG had the best words for curry and tandoori, as well as the kind service from the staff and the attractive interior of the place. Here are some of the Indian choices in Potala, which include halal and vegetarian options: Samosa
(Fried dumplings) Pacora (Fried vegetable snack)Manchuria (Indian-style vegetable dish)Garlic Naan Butter Naan Kulcha Naan (potatoes mixed with pasta)Tandoori Chicken (representative chicken dish from India)Chicken Tikka (boned tandoori chicken) Lamb TikkaaVaj Chicken Curry Palak Paneer Mixed Curry, herbs,
and cream)Vegetable Biryani (Indian fried rice) Chicken Biryani Gulab Jamun (berry-sized balls made from milk solids)Lassi (Drink made from homemade Indian yogurt) Of course, if you want to try Tibetan food, you should not mind momo (meat or vegetable dumplings) and Shabakleb (deep fried bread with vegetables
and some beef). Book online On average, meat and curry dishes in Potala are priced at $14,000 (about $11), but the service is huge and easy to fill for 2 people. If you want to try this Indian restaurant in Seoul, you can book these cash coupons at WAUG to save you some money! We offer vouchers worth between
$10,000 and $30,000, which only $8,700 and $26,000, respectively. (Prices are subject to change without notice.) Location &amp; Hours potala has branches in Jongno and Hongdae, which are accessible to foreigners. For first-time buyers, I recommend visiting the place in Jongno. Here are the addresses: Potala
Restaurant Jongno: 99, Cheonggyecheon-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea Potala Restaurant Hongdae: 13, World Cup buk-ro 4-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul, KoreaPotala Republic open 11am-10pm and takes the last orders at 9.30am. 2pm. Swagat, Gupabal If you're looking for an elegant place, swagat gupabal is the
one who visits! Sister branch of Gangnam's Swagat, this Indian restaurant offers a more fashionable dining experience. Recommended if you want to try a real Indian cuisine Review at Swagat Indian Restaurant WAUG Samosa's 4500₩ Tandoori Chicken 11,000-20,000 Chicken Tikk at the 17,000King Shrimp
Tandoori's 27,000 Won Palak Paneer's 14,000Butter Chicken Curry's 15,000 Seafood Curry's 16,000Naan 2,500 wonFram Naan 3,500 Vajnaan for 3,000 won Cheese Naan for 6,500 Basmati Rice 3,500Csirke Biryani for 15,000 won Jamun's 5,000 Won Book Online to get the most out of your visit, I would recommend
booking any Swagat lunch or dinner kits that pack all the bestsellers of Seoul Indian restaurant. SETINCLUSIONSPRICEPRICE ON WAUGLunch Set - BGreen salad, Tandoori Chicken, Curry, Naan, Plan Rice, Coffee or Soft Drink Samosa, King Prawn Tandoori, Tandoori Chicken, Swagat Curry, Naan, Rice, Drink
30,000ṣ 27,000Dinner Set - A SaladGreen, Shrimp Pakaura, King Shrimp Tandoori, Tandoori Chicken, Swagat Curry, Naan, Rice, Drink 25,000 -22,500 Dinner Set – BLeves of the Day, Green Salad, Samosa, King Prawn Tandoori, Tandoori Chicken, Swagat Curry, Naan, Rice, Drink, Dessert 000-31 500 Location &amp;
Hours Gupabal Swagat at 1030, Tongil-ro, Eunpyeong-gu, Seoul, Shinhan Hestia, Apt. 1, 2/F 207. It is open from 11:00 to 15:00 and dinner from 15:00 to 15:00. 3. Swagat, Cheongdam Branch Fancy Having Lunch or Dinner in Gangnam? Try the main branch of the swagat, which is located in the area. In an environment
that sets the mood, you will surely have good memories in this Indian restaurant in Seoul. - No, no, no, The Indian-style curry and butter naan were delicious! The interior is really Indian and it's like eating in India! Review for Swagat Indian restaurant on WAUG (Translated) Samosa a 4500 Tandoori Chicken for 11,000-
20,000 Chicken Tikka for ≥17,000King Prawn Tandoori for 17,000Palak Paneer for 1 14,000Butter Chicken Curry for 17,000 Seafood for Curry for 16.0 000Plain Naan a 25 #2 00 ₩ Garlic Naan for 3,500 ₩ Butter Naan for 3,000 ₩ Naan for 6,500. CHECK AVAILABILITY &amp; BOOK Location &amp; Hours Swagat in
Cheongdam Area 5, Seolleung-ro 152-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul. It is open from 11:00 to 15:00 and dinner from 15:00 to 15:00. Do you have other Indian restaurants in Seoul to recommend? Don't share them in the comments section below! Jump Back Although there are many Indian options in the city, my wife and I
consider Taj to have a different quality, taste and service. To begin with, kindness and warmth will give you the waiting staff unprecedented in every restaurant in Seoul. Our favourite dishes are Saag Gohst, spinach curry lamb and chicken tikka masala, although we haven't had a curry yet, which we haven't enjoyed. The
private rooms available that we used for special events and everyone had a good time. The lunch specials that include vegetarian or non-veggies options come in two sizes and can be as long as 10,000 or 20,000 won. The smaller option will surely fill it up as it comes with two curries, a small salad and a large one to
make naan bread. Free parking is also available and in downtown Seoul it's an unusual perk! There is usually a big lunch rush during the work week, but the crowd thins out at about 1pm. The finest Indian food is found around Hongdae in Sitara. It comes with credentials: Sitara is run by an Indian chef who previously ran
New Dehli Hilton Hotel kitchen. To open Sitara, he brought an authentic Tandoori oven all the way from his hometown. Thanks to this tandoori oven, you can enjoy the taste of the true flame on the tandoori chicken and naan bread. The chef is also passionate about initiating a new marsala. Marsala is a mixture of many
spices, and different marsala sauces can be depending on the type of spices mixed; The more marsala you have, the more flavor and aroma you can add to your dishes. Colorful and slight aromas are features of his dishes, thanks to the creative marsala. The signature menu items are butter chicken and spinach chicken
curry. Enjoy a hot naan, roast fresh in the tandoori oven and finish your meal with a cold and sweet lassi. The interior of the restaurant is modern but still reflects the unique characteristics of India. The tables are decorated with Bombay blue-toned tiles from India, and hand-carved lighting and decorations made by an
Indian master master will be placed throughout the store. The Land of the Morning Calm, Korea is known worldwide for its interesting culture, friendly locals, dazzling landscapes and incredible tourist attractions. Whether it's North Korea or South Korea, as soon as you enter the country, you can do a lot of tempting
things and places that you can explore on vacation. And if you get a feeling of hunger in the middle of exploring the country, you can easily find a lot of great restaurants where you can enjoy a pleasant meal. It's hard to believe, but there are many Indian restaurants in Korea that serve authentic and great Indian
delicacies! So if you like the taste of traditional Indian You're supposed to check out this list of Indian restaurants in North Korea and South Korea! 5 Indian restaurants in Korea in 1948 Korea was divided into two sovereign states, North Korea and South Korea. Both states have plenty of restaurants which you can visit.
Here is the perfect list specifically created for all Indian food lovers, which are named after all the famous Indian restaurants in Korea. Take a look. 1. Friendship Is one of the most famous Indian restaurants in North Korea, the Friendship restaurant is very well known for its delicious Indian dishes. After visiting this
restaurant, it is treated with amazing Indian food and friendly staff that will surely remember your name. You will find a lot of tourists in this restaurant as it is popular in North Korea. The restaurant serves international cuisine. Where: Pyongyang, North Korea Reviews You Should Read: Korea Travel Tips: 10 Tips to Keep
In Mind While Traveling on the Korean Peninsula! 2. Jyoti Restaurant Picture Source Seeking Indian Restaurants in South Korea? Jyoti Restaurant is the go-to place if you desire Indian food for your holiday. Jyoti Restaurant has served authentic Indian cuisine in Korea for the past 23 years. Located in Seoul, Jyoti
Restaurant serves delicious indian and Nepalese cuisine. Try Jeera Aloo, Butter Chicken and Sweet Lassi when visiting this restaurant. Location: 6, Sinchon-ro 20-gil, Mapo-gu | 3 Floor, Seoul 04101, South Korea website | Reviews Suggested Read: 10 Restaurants in Korea: Taste Some Delicious and Lip-Smacking



Food 3. Everest Curry World Image Source Requires Special Attention While Enjoying a Hearty Meal? Head to Everest Curry World and get ready to pamper yourself with the personal attention of the owner, some mouth-watering Indian food and staff that will provide you with remarkable services. Everest Curry World is
a famous family Indian restaurants in Korea that you should visit with your family on vacation. Don't forget to try chicken tandoori, paneer tikka masala, naan, and jeera rice. Location: 305, Jong-ro, Jongno-gu, 2f, Seoul 03106, South Korea Reviews Suggested Read: 10 Places Near Seoul That Have Must-Visit Attractions
in South Korea Planning a Holiday, but Confused as to Where to Go? These travel stories will help you find the best trip ever! Real travel stories. It's going to stay real. Practical tips for choosing the right one. Choice.
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